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a rock snap is when you lift one arm off a small ledge and with your forearm, twist it out from under
your body, and drag the other arm behind you. its a quick, quick way to change your body position,
and keep your hands above the small ledge, or below the ledge. if you cant move, you might as well
go low. get as low as you can get into the crack, so you can pull up with your arms. it takes a little
more work, but the low leverage of the arms will keep your body from "eating" the crack, and you
will be able to pull and move a lot more easily. this part is a little bit scary, but it works so well. the
next step up is to switch to flat hands, and use as much as possible of your weight if you can. that
means either doubling up on the heels and putting both feet on the wall, and punching with both
hands, or doing the same with your knees. if you use both, it can feel great, like a weight room. if
you are in a tall crack, and want to put your feet further back and add your weight, you might need
to change your stance, usually on the toes, or toe sills, and put your knees further back. also, the
further back your feet go, the more leverage they have on the wall, and the deeper the crack is. the
next size up from cupped hands is vertical rope climbing. if you are a beginner with this technique,
and dont have a lot of weight on, just put your fingers in and lock out, like a "scooped" handjam. as
you add weight, youll see your fingers getting thicker and thicker, and your palms maybe getting
more rounded, and you can hold a lot more in your hands. the thicker and rounded your palms are,
the more pumpy and solid your hands feel.
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